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Disclaimer
Saffery Champness’ Year End Tax Planner is published on a general basis for information only and no liability is accepted for errors of fact 
or opinion it may contain. Professional advice should always be obtained before applying the information to particular circumstances. 
Tax law is subject to change. This publication represents our understanding of the law and HM Revenue & Customs’ practice as at  
1 February 2023. The FCA does not regulate tax advice. © Saffery Champness LLP Febuary 2023. 
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2022 was certainly a tumultuous year for Britain, both politically and 
economically. We saw three Prime Ministers and four Chancellors of the 
Exchequer, which in turn led to some tax measures being announced and 
later abolished. Readers could, therefore, be forgiven for being unsure 
which measures are still going ahead. 

In the end, the current Chancellor, Jeremy 
Hunt, has decided to limit the number 
of changes, to steer the UK through the 
current cost of living crisis. While there 
have been few major tax structural or 
policy changes, or increases to headline 
tax rates, taxes for most will still be 
going up in 2023 – achieved through the 
freezing or reduction of thresholds. 

Changes include a reduction in the income 
tax rate additional threshold (at which 
taxpayers begin to pay tax at 45%) from 
£150,000 to £125,140 from 6 April 2023. 

There will also be staged reductions in the 
annual exempt amount for capital gains 
tax (CGT) from £12,300 to £6,000 from 
6 April 2023, and then to £3,000 from 6 
April 2024 – which, while not increasing 
taxes significantly for most, will mean that 
more disposals will need to be reported 
to HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC), and 
will increase the administrative burden on 
taxpayers. 

The Health and Social Care Levy (HSCL), 
introduced in April 2022 as a 1.25% 
increase in National Insurance rates, has 
also now been removed as of November 
2022. However, the corresponding 1.25% 
increase in the main and higher rates of 
dividend taxation remains in place. And 
for companies, the planned increase in the 
main corporation tax rate to 25% will be 
going ahead from April 2023. 

The government’s Making Tax Digital 
(MTD) programme for income tax has 
now been delayed until April 2026 at the 
earliest. However, you may still want to 
consider moving to digital record-keeping 
before then, to realise other efficiency 
benefits.

Given changes coming into play from April 
2023 that may affect the amount of tax 
you pay, it may be a good time to consider 
how to make the most of the reliefs and 
allowances available to you. 

Robert Langston 
National Tax Partner

1 Introduction
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Self-assessment key dates
Failure to notify chargeability to tax, to file your tax return and pay any tax due on time, 
or to file a correct return, may result in penalties.

31 January  
2023

1 April   
2023

5 April  
2023

30 April  
2023

31 July  
2023

!!
        31 January 2023
Filing deadline for 2021-22 electronic returns 
and certain claims and elections. A £100 
penalty will arise if your return is not filed by 
31 January, regardless of whether any tax is 
due. 

• A £100 penalty per partner applies for a 
late partnership return.

• Paper returns for 2021-22 not filed by this 
date will be three months late and may 
attract a daily penalty of £10 a day for up 
to 90 days going forward.

• The balance of your 2021-22 tax liability, 
together with the first payment on 
account for 2022-23, is due. 

3 March 2023 
The first automatic 5% late payment penalty 
will apply to any outstanding 2021-22 tax. 

5 April 2023
The four-year time limit for certain claims and 
elections in respect of the 2018-19 tax year 
expires. 

 

30 April 2023
Paper returns for 2021-22 not received by 
this date will now be six months late and a 
further penalty may be charged of 5% of any 
tax due, or £300 if greater. 

Electronic returns for 2021-22 not filed 
by this date will be three months late and 
exposed to daily penalties of £10 a day for up 
to 90 days, to a maximum total of £900.

31 July 2023
Due date for the second payment on account 
for 2022-23. 

Electronic returns for 2021-22 not filed by 
this date will now be six months late and a 
further penalty may be charged of 5% of the 
tax due, or £300 if greater.

1 August 2023
The second automatic 5% late payment 
penalty will apply to any outstanding 2021-
22 tax.

!

2 Private individuals
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30 December  
2023

31 January  
2024

1 August  
2023

5 October 
2023

31 October 
2023

1 February  
2024

! !
5 October 2023
Deadline to notify HMRC of your 
chargeability to tax if you have not been 
issued with a return (or a notice to file a 
return) and you have an income tax or CGT 
liability for 2022-23. 

        31 October 2023
Deadline for submitting 2022-23 paper 
returns, unless there is no facility available 
from HMRC to file an electronic tax return, in 
which case the deadline for a paper return is 
31 January 2024. For paper returns filed by 
this date, HMRC should be able to:

• Calculate your tax for you;

• Tell you what you owe by 31 January 
2024; and

• Collect tax through your tax code where 
you owe less than £3,000.

If your paper return is submitted after this 
date (and is not subject to the extended 
deadline above) you will be charged an 
automatic £100 penalty.

Paper returns for 2021-22 not submitted 
by this date will now be 12 months late and 
subject to a further penalty of 5% of the tax 
due, or £300 if greater.

30 December 2023
Deadline for online filing for 2022-23 if you 
want HMRC to collect tax through your tax 
code (you must owe less than £3,000). 

!   31 January 2024
Filing deadline for 2022-23 electronic 
returns. Payment date for balancing tax 
payment in respect of 2022-23 and first 
payment on account for 2023-24.

1 February 2024
The third automatic 5% late payment penalty 
will apply to any outstanding 2021-22 tax.

!
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4

Income tax planning
Income tax rates remain unchanged in 2022-
23 for those living in England and Northern 
Ireland. The devolved Welsh rates of income 
tax have been set at a level that means 
Welsh taxpayers will pay the same tax rate as 
taxpayers in England and Northern Ireland. 

Scotland has different tax rates and bands for 
non-savings and non-dividend income. For 
Scottish taxpayers, this may mean they now 
pay a higher amount of tax than an English 
or Welsh taxpayer in a similar situation, 
depending on the type of income they 
receive.

2022-23 rates and thresholds are shown in 
the table below.

Allowances for individuals:
• Personal allowance of £12,570: this is 

progressively withdrawn for individuals 
earning more than £100,000, leading to a 
marginal rate of 60% on income between 
£100,000 and £125,140. Non-domiciled 
individuals claiming the remittance basis 
are not entitled to a personal allowance.

• Personal savings allowance: the first 
£1,000 (basic rate taxpayers)/£500 
(higher rate taxpayers)/£0 (additional rate 
taxpayers) of savings income is taxed at 
0%.

• Dividend allowance: the first £2,000 of 
dividend income is taxed at 0%.

Although no tax is due on income within 
the personal savings allowance or dividend 
allowance, it is taken into account when 
calculating an individual’s marginal rates of tax 
on any taxable savings and dividend income.

Personal savings allowancePersonal savings allowance

£1,000
basic rate taxpayers

£500
higher rate 
taxpayers

£0
additional rate 
taxpayers
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Tax rate (non-savings and savings 
income/dividend income)

Band of taxable income after 
personal allowance

Basic rate 20%/8.75% £12,571 to £50,270

Higher rate 40%/33.75% £50,271 to £150,000

Additional rate 45%/39.35% Over £150,000

Tax rate in Scotland (non-savings and  
non-dividend income) 

Band of taxable income after 
personal allowance

Starter rate 19% £12,571 - £14,732

Basic rate 20% £14,733 - £25,688

Intermediate rate 21% £25,689 - £43,662

Higher rate 41% £43,663 - £150,000

Top rate 46% Over £150,000

Top tips

 ` If possible, consider bringing forward the payment of income ahead of 6 April 2023, before 
the reduction in the additional rate threshold and the dividend allowance (see below).

 ` Consider taking action to reduce taxable income, particularly where income falls just 
above one of the thresholds. There are various options to achieve this, including pension 
contributions, Gift Aid donations or investments in a Venture Capital Scheme. 

 ` If you have children, it may be possible to switch income from one spouse to the other, so 
that both spouses’ incomes remain below the £50,000 threshold for the High Income Child 
Benefit Charge. 
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Looking forward
The income tax personal allowance and higher 
rate threshold will remain frozen for English 
and Northern Irish taxpayers at £12,570 and 
£50,270. The additional rate threshold will be 
reduced from £150,000 to £125,140 from 6 
April 2023, which will result in taxpayers with 
income above £150,000 paying an additional 
£1,243 of income tax. The Welsh government 
has set its tax rates and thresholds for 2023-
24 on a level matching those in England and 
Northern Ireland. 

The Scottish income tax higher rate and top 
rate will increase to 42% and 47% in 2023-
24. The additional rate threshold will be 
reduced to £125,140 in line with the rest of 
the UK, while the other thresholds will remain 
frozen at their 2022-23 levels. 

The dividend allowance will decrease from 
£2,000 to £1,000 from 6 April 2023, with 
a further reduction to £500 planned from 6 
April 2024.

The temporary 1.25% increase in National 
Insurance rates, introduced from 6 April 2022 
ahead of the planned introduction of the 
Health and Social Care Levy has now been 
reversed with effect from 6 November 2022, 
as the HSCL has now been abolished. See 
page 15 for further details. 

Gift Aid
This is a valuable relief for gifts to charities: 
the gift is made out of the donor’s taxed 
income and the charity benefits by claiming 
basic rate tax on the value of the gift.  

Higher rate taxpayers can claim extra tax 
relief of 20% and additional rate taxpayers 
25% of the gross value of the gift. There is 
no cap on the amount that can qualify for 
Gift Aid relief, provided the donor has paid 
sufficient tax during the tax year to cover the 
charity’s reclaim from HMRC.

For example, if you are a higher rate taxpayer 
and you make an £80 donation to a charity, 
the gross value of the gift to the charity is 
£100, since it can claim back the basic rate 
tax of £20. You can claim an additional 20% 
tax relief on the gross value, reducing the net 
cost to £60. 

In order for a donation to qualify for tax relief, 
the charity must be located in an EU member 
state (plus Iceland, Norway and Liechtenstein) 
and must be recognised as a qualifying charity 
by HMRC.

Top tips
 ` You must provide the charity with a Gift 

Aid declaration, so that both parties can 
claim the relevant tax relief. 

 ` You can elect for donations made in one 
tax year to be treated for tax purposes as 
made in the prior year. This would be of 
benefit, for example, if you are a higher 
or additional rate taxpayer in 2022-23 
but not in 2023-24. In other cases, it will 
merely accelerate the higher/additional 
rate relief. The election can only be made 
when submitting your tax return, which 
must be filed on time. 
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 ` Donating assets (eg shares, land and 
property) to charity can also attract tax 
relief. Additionally, any gain arising on the 
donation of such assets is exempt from 
CGT, and the gift itself is not subject to 
inheritance tax (IHT) – potentially making 
an asset donation more tax-efficient for 
the donor.

 ` If you are a non-domiciled remittance 
basis taxpayer, you can make a charitable 
donation from untaxed foreign income, 
either to a qualifying overseas charity or to 
the non-UK bank account of a UK charity, 
and qualify for Gift Aid relief against your 
UK taxable income. Professional advice 
should be sought, as this is a complex area.

Capital gains tax planning
The annual exemption remains at £12,300 for 
2022-23. Gains above this level are taxed as 
follows:

• 10% if the gains qualify for Business 
Asset Disposal Relief (BADR) (previously 
Entrepreneurs’ Relief), up to a lifetime limit 
of £1 million;

• 10% if the gains qualify for Investors’ 
Relief, up to a lifetime limit of £10 million;

• 10% (18% for gains in respect of 
residential property or private equity 
carried interest) if the gains fall within the 
unused basic rate band; and

• 20% (28% on residential property or 
private equity carried interest) for gains 
above the basic rate band.

 

Assets transferred between married couples 
or civil partners do not normally give rise to a 
CGT charge.

Non-residents are not generally subject to 
UK CGT. There is an exception to this rule, 
however, for disposals of UK immoveable 
property, and certain indirect interests in UK 
immoveable property.

Non-domiciled individuals claiming the 
remittance basis of taxation should take 
professional advice, as the rules relating to 
remitted capital gains are complex. The annual 
exemption will not be available and it may not 
be possible to claim relief for overseas capital 
losses.

Top tips
 ` The annual exemption cannot be carried 

forward or transferred, so where possible 
aim to make disposals before 6 April 
2023 to utilise this year’s exemption 
– particularly as the amount of the 
exemption will decrease from this date 
(see below for more details). 

 ` Consider transferring assets to your 
spouse or civil partner, to utilise their 
annual exemption or capital losses. Such 
transfers must be made outright and 
without preconditions to be effective for 
tax purposes.

 ` The timing of a disposal may affect the 
amount of CGT payable. For example, if 
you are a basic rate taxpayer in 2022-23 
but expect to be a higher rate taxpayer in 
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2023-24, realising a disposal in 2021-22 
so that some or all of the resulting gain 
falls within the basic rate band will reduce 
the amount of CGT payable (albeit with a 
one-year acceleration of the tax). 

Looking forward
The annual exempt amount for CGT will 
decrease from £12,300 to £6,000 from 
6 April 2023, with a further reduction to 
£3,000 from 6 April 2024. 

Inheritance tax planning
Individuals who are domiciled (or deemed 
domiciled) in the UK are subject to IHT 
on their worldwide assets. Non-domiciled 
individuals (non-doms) are normally subject to 
IHT on their UK assets only.

An individual is deemed UK domiciled once 
UK resident for at least 15 of the immediately 
preceding 20 tax years. Non-doms born in 
the UK with a UK domicile of origin will, 
however, generally be deemed domiciled from 
the date at which they become UK resident, 
although there is a limited grace period for 
IHT purposes only. 

IHT is payable at 40% where a person’s assets 
on death, together with any gifts made during 
the seven preceding years, total more than 
the nil rate band (NRB). The NRB is £325,000 
for 2022-23 and is fixed at this level until 
April 2028.

The NRB can be transferred to a spouse or 
civil partner, so couples can enjoy a combined 
NRB of up to £650,000 on the second death. 
The amount transferable is the percentage 

of the deceased’s unused NRB at the time of 
their death, as applied to the NRB in force at 
the date of the second death.

An additional NRB is available in respect 
of a property that at some point has been 
the deceased’s main residence and which is 
passed on death to a direct descendant. For 
2022-23, the additional NRB is £175,000 
and is fixed at this level until April 2028. If 
unused, this relief will also be transferable to 
the deceased’s spouse or civil partner. The 
relief will be tapered where estates are over 
£2 million in size. 

Estates over £2.35 million receive no benefit 
from the additional nil rate band.

Top tips
 ` Consider gifting assets during your 

lifetime to minimise the IHT payable on 
your death. Such gifts will fall outside 
the IHT net after seven years, provided 
you do not reserve a benefit in the asset 
transferred. By making a gift now, you can 
start the seven year IHT ‘clock’, and after 
three years the amount of IHT potentially 
payable on the gift is tapered. The gifting 
of assets can give rise to CGT and may 
impact upon your lifestyle, so professional 
advice should always be obtained.

 ` If you have income surplus to your normal 
living expenses, consider making use of 
the IHT exemption for gifts out of surplus 
income. Such gifts are tax-free, even 
where death occurs within seven years. 
Appropriate documentation should be 
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retained to show that the gift is regular 
and made from income not required by the 
donor to cover their living expenses.

 ` Make use of other IHT reliefs and 
exemptions, such as the annual gifts 
exemption of £3,000 (£6,000 if no gifts 
were made during 2021-22), the small 
gifts allowance of £250 per donee, 
and gifts made in consideration of 
marriage (£5,000 to children, £2,500 to 
grandchildren, and £1,000 to anyone else).

 ` Consider taking out life insurance written 
under trust to fund any contingent 
exposure to IHT.

 ` Consider increasing bequests to charities 
to 10% or more of your net estate, which 
will mean that a reduced IHT rate of 36% 
applies to the remainder of your estate. A 
carefully drafted will is essential to ensure 
that the desired result is achieved.

Looking forward 
The nil rate band and residential nil rate band 
will remain fixed at their present levels until 
April 2028.

Pensions
Contributions to pension funds within the 
annual allowance and the overall lifetime 
limit of £1,073,100 attract relief at your 
marginal rate of tax. The combination of tax 
relief on contributions, tax-free growth within 
the fund, and the ability to take a tax-free 
lump sum on retirement makes a pension 
plan an attractive savings vehicle. Saving for 
retirement should always be considered as  
 

part of the year-end tax planning process. 

This is particularly important for those 
with an annual adjusted income in excess 
of £240,000, since the annual pension 
contributions limit of £40,000 is tapered 
by £1 for every £2 of income in excess of 
£240,000, reducing to a limit of £4,000 for 
those with income over £312,000. No tax 
relief is available for contributions in excess of 
the available annual allowance. 

The annual allowance can be carried forward 
for three tax years. Any unused annual 
allowance for the three previous years can 
be added to your allowance for 2022-23 and 
will attract full relief (subject to the level of 
pensionable income).

If you are approaching retirement and are 
considering drawing benefits, take advice 
to ensure that you understand the tax 
implications of accessing your pension fund. 
The National Minimum Pension Age (NMPA) 
is currently 55 – those aged 55 or over can 
access their pension fund flexibly, with no 
restrictions on the amount they can withdraw. 
They can draw down the entire pension 
fund if they choose, although there are tax 
consequences. 

Top tips
 ` Pensions scams are becoming more 

common and can result in the loss of all 
or part of your pension pot, a penalty 
tax charge from HMRC, or both. Before 
committing to any changes to your 
pension fund, it is vital to take proper 
advice. 
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 ` Consider making additional contributions 
to your pension scheme before the end 
of the tax year to obtain relief at 40% or 
45%, depending on whether you are a 
higher rate or additional rate taxpayer, 
taking care not to breach your available 
annual allowance or the lifetime allowance. 
Contributions may be of particular benefit 
where your income is just above one of 
the income tax thresholds, or between 
£100,000 and £125,140 (tax relief is 
available at 60% on income falling within 
this bracket).

 ` Review the availability of any unused 
allowance for the 2019-20 tax year, as this 
will expire on 5 April 2023. 
 

 ` Consider making contributions of up 
to £3,600 to a pension scheme for a 
spouse, civil partner or child if they 
have no earnings of their own, to obtain 
basic rate tax relief on the contributions. 
For example, if you contribute £2,880, 
HMRC will pay in £720, giving a gross 
contribution of £3,600. 

 ` If you make pension contributions after 
flexibly accessing your pension savings, 
you have a reduced annual allowance 
of £4,000. Make sure that you keep 
contributions below this level to avoid a 
charge.

 ` If you have sufficient income, consider 
not drawing your pension and treating it 
instead as an IHT wrapper.

Consider increasing bequests to charities to 10% 
or more of your net estate, which will mean that a 
reduced IHT rate of 36% applies to the remainder 
of your estate. A carefully drafted will is essential to 
ensure that the desired result is achieved.
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Family businesses
Where there is a family company, dividends 
may represent a tax-efficient means of 
extracting profits by adult family members. 
Dividends are taxed at lower rates than 
employment income and do not attract 
National Insurance contributions (NICs). 
However, dividends are not tax deductible 
for corporation tax purposes, and, unlike 
the abolition of the HSCL, the increase 
in dividend tax rates by 1.25% will not be 
abolished from 6 April 2023. In addition, 
the dividend allowance will be reduced from 
£2,000 to £1,000 from 6 April 2023. 

If you are a shareholder director, excess 
profits may be paid out as a dividend or a 
bonus. Bonuses are taxed at your marginal 
rate of tax, and will attract both employee 
and employer NICs. However, these will be 
deductible for corporation tax purposes.

Sole traders 
Losses made by an unincorporated business 
in the accounting period ending in the 2022-
23 tax year can be offset against your other 
income of that year and/or the previous 12 
months subject to a maximum of £50,000 
or 25% of your total income for the year, 
whichever is greater. 

Unused losses can be carried forward against 
future profits of the same trade with no limit.

Further options may be available to obtain 
relief for losses in the early years of a 
business, or on its cessation.

Top tips
 ` Employing a spouse or child might allow 

them to utilise their personal allowances 
and provide an NIC record for state 
pension purposes. The level of salary 
paid must be commensurate with the 
duties performed and must meet National 
Minimum Wage requirements. Pension 
contributions can also be made on behalf 
of a spouse or child who you employ, to 
save tax and NICs, although care should 
be taken to ensure that the pensions 
auto-enrolment rules are complied 
with. Any contributions made should be 
commercially reasonable. 

 ` If your business is making losses, consider 
the implications of the restrictions on 
setting off such losses against other 
income.

Looking forward
The government has made changes to 
the basis period rules, to support changes 
coming as part of Making Tax Digital. From 
2024-25, businesses within the scope of 
income tax self-assessment (such as self-
employed individuals, partners in trading 
partnerships, and certain other entities with 
trading income) will be taxable on their profits 
arising within the tax year, regardless of 
when their accounting date falls. Businesses 
whose accounting dates do not fall between 
31 March and 5 April (which are treated as 
one and the same for the purposes of these 
rules) will need to time apportion their profits 
between the relevant tax years.

3 Business owners
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To ease the transition to the new regime, in 
2023-24 businesses will be assessed to tax 
on the profits from the 12 months from the 
end of their last basis period ending in 2022-
23, plus a ‘transition’ component running 
from the end of that period to 5 April 2024. 
The transition profits will be automatically 
spread over a period of five years, unless 
the taxpayer chooses to accelerate the tax 
payment, which may be beneficial in the 
context of their wider affairs. Any overlap 
profits brought forward will be fully relieved 
in 2023-24, leaving a clean slate for the new 
tax year regime. No overlap profits will be 
generated in the future.

If businesses do not currently have an 
accounting date between 31 March and 
5 April, they may choose to change their 
accounting date ahead of the changes, to 
make calculating taxable profit each year 
easier. If they choose not to, they will need to 
file their return every year using provisional 
figures, and when the final figures are 
available, amend these when the following 
year’s tax return is filed. 

Capital expenditure
Capital allowances can be claimed on 
expenditure on certain types of assets used in 
your business.

The Annual Investment Allowance (AIA) is 
a particularly valuable relief for businesses. 
100% relief is given for expenditure on most 
types of plant and machinery and many 
fixtures in buildings, up to a limit of £1 million.

 

Any other expenditure eligible for capital 
allowances generally attracts an annual capital 
allowance of 18% or 6% (depending on the 
nature of the expenditure) on a reducing 
balance basis. A new ‘super-deduction’ allows 
companies within the charge to corporation 
tax to claim 130% relief on the acquisition 
of new plant and machinery. It applies to 
acquisitions made in the two-year period that 
began on 1 April 2021. 

A 50% first year allowance has been 
introduced for qualifying ‘special rate’ assets 
acquired in the two-year period from 1 April 
2021. 

Structures & Buildings Allowance (SBA) 
can provide relief for expenditure on new 
non-residential buildings (including new 
conversions and renovations). Relief is given 
at a flat rate over 33 and a third years at 3% 
per annum.

In addition, there are reliefs available for 
expenditure on qualifying research and 
development.

Businesses in designated freeport tax sites 
are eligible for enhanced capital allowances 
and enhanced SBA of 100% and 10% 
respectively. 

Top tips
 ` To accelerate tax relief, consider 

purchasing new assets before the new 
‘super deduction’ and first year allowances 
expire in March 2023.  
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 ` Consider the timing of the disposal of cars 
and other equipment. Whether a disposal 
is made before or after the end of your 
accounting period may affect the taxable 
profit for the year.

 ` If you are intending to purchase 
commercial property (including Furnished 
Holiday Lettings (FHLs)) containing 
fixtures, seek advice to ensure that the 
maximum capital allowances are claimed. 
On purchase, any value attributed to the 
fixtures must be agreed by a joint election 
between the seller and the purchaser. 

Looking forward
The ‘super deduction’ and the 50% first 
year allowance on special rate assets will be 
withdrawn from 1 April 2023.

The AIA will be maintained at £1 million 
for the foreseeable future, instead of being 
reduced to £200,000 from 1 April 2023 as 
originally planned. 

Business Asset Disposal Relief 
BADR was previously known as 
Entrepreneurs’ Relief. It reduces the rate of 
CGT to 10% on qualifying business gains, up 
to a lifetime limit of £1 million per person. 

The relief applies to a disposal of shares in 
a trading company provided that, during the 
period of two years immediately prior to the 
disposal, you:

• Own at least 5% of the ordinary share 
capital;

• Are able to exercise at least 5% of the 
voting rights;

• Are beneficially entitled to at least 5% 
of the profits available for distribution or 
5% of the distributable assets on winding 
up, or, on a sale of the company, would 
receive at least 5% of the consideration as 
a result of holding the shares; and

• Are an officer or employee of the 
company. 

The relief can also apply to the disposal 
of a business or part of a business, and 
certain assets used in a business, although 
restrictions may apply if: 

• There is personal use of a business asset;

• The asset was used in the business for 
only part of its ownership period;

• You were not involved in the business 
throughout the ownership period; or 

• The asset has been rented to the business.

• A separate relief, Investors’ Relief, is similar 
to BADR, but allows external investors 
to claim tax relief on their investment 
in qualifying shares of unlisted trading 
companies. For more on this, please see 
page 31.

Top tips
 ` Planning needs to be carried out well 

in advance of any sale, to ensure that 
all conditions – including the two-year 
ownership requirement – are satisfied 
prior to disposal. 

 ` Pre-sale restructuring may help to 
maximise the relief available to a couple 
who work for and own shares in a family 
business. 
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 ` For example, transferring shares between 
spouses or civil partners may create 
opportunities to increase the relief where 
one spouse/civil partner owns at least 5% 
of the shares but the other owns less than 
5%.

 ` If you have already used all available 
relief, it may be possible to give shares to 
children, perhaps using a trust structure if 
you wish to retain some control and avoid 
outright sums being given. This is an area 
where specialist advice should be sought.

 ` Where assets are held jointly by a couple 
but used in a trade carried out by one 
spouse only, restructuring may need to be 
carried out to ensure that the whole asset 
can qualify for BADR. 

Business Property Relief
Business Property Relief (BPR) can reduce or 
completely remove the value of a business 
from the charge to IHT. It applies to both 
lifetime gifts and on death. If the donor dies 
within seven years of such a gift, BPR will 
only be given on death if the original property 
is still owned by the donee at the date of the 
donor’s death and still qualifies as relevant 
business property. Specialist advice should be 
sought.

Relief is currently available at 100% for a 
business or shares in an unquoted trading 
company.

Relief at 50% applies to a controlling holding 
of quoted shares; and to land, buildings, plant 
and machinery used in a business carried on 
by the transferor, a partnership of which they 
are a member, or a company they control. 

The property must have been owned for at 
least two years prior to the transfer to qualify 
for relief.

Top tips
 ` Take specialist advice if your business 

involves the provision of land (for instance, 
FHLs or livery businesses). The level of 
services provided is usually key to the 
availability of relief, but as recent case law 
has shown this is a complex area.

 ` Ensure that BPR is not inadvertently lost 
by leaving assets eligible for the relief to 
an exempt person, such as a spouse or 
civil partner.
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General planning 
The amount of tax deducted from an 
employee’s salary depends on their Pay As 
You Earn (PAYE) code. This code is issued 
by HMRC and is based on the individual’s 
personal allowances, with appropriate 
adjustments for any benefits and deductible 
amounts, such as pension contributions. This 
information is increasingly being updated in 
real time, with tax codes changing in-year as 
employers and employees report changes – 
such as new benefits – to HMRC. 

As mentioned in the individuals section, 
those making over £100,000 are subject to a 
clawback of their personal allowance. Special 
care should be taken when reviewing tax codes 
to ensure the personal allowance clawback has 
been adequately considered. 

If you are both employed and self-employed, or 
have more than one employment, you may be 
paying excess NICs. You can defer the excess 
NICs, and should normally apply by 5 April 
2023 for deferment in 2023-24. If NICs have 
been overpaid, then you will need to apply to 
HMRC for this to be refunded.

Top tips for employees
 ` Register for your online Personal Tax 

Account (PTA). This will allow you to view 
information on tax and NICs deducted 
from your salary, and your state pension 
entitlements. You can also use your PTA 
to update contact details and provide 
information on new benefits or other 
employment income. 

 ` The Real Time Information and Making 
Tax Digital programmes have meant that 
HMRC is making more use of data reported 
by employers to adjust tax codes in-year. 
Carefully check new notices and HMRC’s 
underpinning estimates of your total  
income to avoid making inadvertent over/
under-payments.

 ` Consider making a payment to your 
employer as a contribution towards  
benefits received, to reduce the tax charge. 
These payments must be made before the 
P11Ds are filed.

 ` If you have to work from home (as opposed 
to choosing to work from home) then you 
may be eligible for working from home 
allowance. If your employer does not pay 
this, you may be able to claim it directly 
from HMRC. 

Top tips for employers
 ` The latest date for filing the last Full 

Payment Submission (FPS)/Employer 
Payment Summary (EPS) for 2022-23 is 19 
April 2023. Outstanding payments of PAYE 
and Class 1 NICs must be made by 22 April 
(assuming payment is by electronic transfer). 

 ` Reports in respect of relevant employee 
share schemes need to be made online  
by 6 July 2023.

 ` Payrolling benefits can offer administrative 
and cost savings, but employers need to 
have an agreement in place with HMRC 
before the start of the tax year (so by 5 
April 2023 for anyone wishing to move to 
payrolling in 2023-24).

4 Employers and employees
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 ` Any benefits provided under salary 
sacrifice or other optional remuneration 
arrangements that employers have not 
opted to payroll for the 2022-23 tax year 
must be reported on P11Ds by 6 July 2023. 
Where benefits are payrolled, the P11D(b) 
must also be completed by this date. 

 ` Consider whether any employees enrolled 
in a ‘Cycle to Work’ scheme still meet the 
qualifying conditions for the scheme if 
they are now wholly or majorly working 
from home. 

 ` Where entities are part of a group of 
companies, check that employment 
allowance has been claimed correctly and 
the right amount of apprenticeship levy 
has been paid.

Looking forward
The planned introduction of the HSCL will 
now no longer go ahead as planned from 6 
April 2023. The rates of NIC will therefore 
remain the same as they were in 2022-23 
before the introduction of the 1.25% increase 
for the HSCL.

The employer NIC threshold (currently £9,100 
a year) will now be frozen until April 2028.

Pensions
If calendar year-end bonuses are payable 
before the end of March 2023 but have yet 
to be paid, employers could consider offering 
employees the opportunity to waive all or 
part of their bonus in favour of an increased 
employer pension contribution. 

 

Correctly structured, the bonus waiver will 
not be liable to PAYE/NICs and there will 
be an employer’s NIC saving (which the 
employer may consider using further to 
enhance the pension contribution made). If 
the employee has exceeded their annual or 
lifetime pension allowance, any tax charge 
due on the pension contribution will be 
collected directly from them rather than being 
an employer reporting/withholding event. 
It may be possible, if the allowance has only 
been exceeded in the current year (not in 
any of the three previous tax years), then any 
unutilised allowance from the three prior tax 
years can be used in 2022-23. 

Top tip
 ` All employers must ensure that eligible 

employees are automatically enrolled into 
a workplace pension. Not all workers are 
required to be enrolled – so employers 
should monitor their payroll on a regular 
basis to ensure that all eligible employees 
are identified. 

Cars and fuel
The taxable benefit of a company car is 
calculated by multiplying the list price by a 
percentage (up to a maximum of 37%) based 
on the car’s CO2 emissions levels. There is 
an additional surcharge on diesel cars of 4%, 
to a maximum of 37% (diesel hybrids and 
diesels certified to the Real Driving Emissions 
2 (RDE2) standard are exempt from this 
additional surcharge). 
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If your employer also provides you with free 
fuel for your company car, the tax charge is 
based on the car’s CO2 emissions. 

This will be the same percentage used to 
calculate the taxable car benefit and is applied 
to a fixed amount of £25,300 in 2022-23, 
making the tax cost £3,744 if you are a higher 
rate (40%) taxpayer driving a company car 
attracting the maximum percentage. If you 
are a 45% taxpayer in 2022-23, the maximum 
fuel benefit will result in a tax cost of £4,212. 
If you have not driven many private miles, 
then you may wish to look at repaying the 
cost of private fuel to your employer if the 
tax cost is higher than the fuel cost used in 
the year. 

The provision of electricity to charge private 
employee vehicles at the workplace is exempt 
from being taxed as a benefit in kind. 

If you are provided with a company van and 
use it for private journeys, the basic benefit 
on which tax is charged is £3,600 for 2022-
23, plus £688 if free fuel is provided for 
private journeys. Zero emission vans are not 
subject to the van benefit charge. 

If you use your own car (including electric 
vehicles) for business purposes, you can be 
paid a tax-free mileage allowance provided it 
does not exceed the following limits:

• 45p per mile for up to 10,000 business 
miles.

• 25p per mile for each additional mile over 
10,000.

• 5p extra for each work passenger making 
the same trip.

If you use your own bicycle or motorcycle for 
business journeys, you can receive a tax-free 
mileage allowance of 20p per mile (bicycles) 
and 24p per mile (motorcycles).

Top tips
 ` Consider switching to a company car with 

low CO2 emissions for significant tax 
savings, particularly if your current car is a 
diesel.

 ` Consider making a capital contribution 
towards the cost of a new company car to 
reduce your taxable benefit. Contributions 
up to £5,000 qualify for relief: this would 
save tax of up to £833 if you are a 45% 
taxpayer during 2022-23. There can be 
issues where a capital contribution is made 
towards a pre-existing or leased car, and 
you should take advice in this situation. 

 ` Consider whether you are better off 
owning your car personally and claiming an 
allowance for your business mileage. 

 ` If you receive fuel benefit, work out the 
amount you would spend on private fuel 
and compare this to the tax cost of the 
benefit to ensure it is worth receiving the 
benefit. If you reimburse your employer 
the full cost of all fuel used for private 
journeys, there will be no benefit in kind 
tax charge for the fuel.

 ` If you use your own car for business 
purposes and the rates at which your 
employer reimburses you are lower than 
the authorised rates, you can claim the 
difference as a deduction in your tax 
return. 
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Looking forward
The appropriate percentages for electric and 
ultra-low emission cars (those emitting less 
than 75g/km of CO2) will increase by 1% in 
2025-26, with a further 1% increase in both 
2026-27 and 2027-28. This will increase the 
percentages to 5% for electric cars and 21% 
for ultra-low emission cars in 2027-28. 

The fuel cost benefit fixed amount will 
increase to £27,800 from 6 April 2023. This 
is nearly a 10% increase from the amount 
in 2022-23, which means employees and 
employers may wish to consider whether this 
remains a tax efficient benefit for them going 
forward.

Other benefits in kind
Some benefits have no tax or National 
Insurance cost, including work-related 
training, health screening, interest-free 
loans of up to £10,000 and small weekly 
contributions by your employer towards the 
cost of working from home. 

There are some restrictions on salary sacrifice 
or salary exchange arrangements that do 
not involve pensions, low-emission cars or 
cycle to work schemes, so other tax-efficient 
benefits would need to be offered as well as, 
rather than instead of, current salary.

Tax-free loans
Employers can provide employees with 
interest-free loans of up to £10,000 without 
a taxable benefit arising. If the loan balance 
exceeds £10,000 at any point in a tax year, 
tax is chargeable on the difference between 
the interest paid and the interest due at an 
official rate (2% for 2022-23). While the 
rate for the 2022-23 tax year has yet to be 
formally announced, there is likely to be a 
significant increase from the current rate and 
this should be taken into consideration when 
looking at longer-term arrangements. 

Top tip
 ` Where employers offer a range of 

benefits, employees should review their 
choices regularly, rather than defaulting 
to previous selections. Changes to the tax 
treatment of certain benefits – such as the 
increased benefit on diesel cars – could 
mean that a more attractive option is 
available.

The taxable benefit of a company car is 
calculated by multiplying the list price by 
a percentage (up to a maximum of 37%) 
based on the car’s CO2 emissions levels.
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5 Property
Letting property
Profits from a rental business are subject to 
income tax at your marginal rate of tax. 

Expenses incurred wholly and exclusively 
in connection with the rental business are 
deductible when calculating net taxable 
profits, provided they are not capital in nature. 
There is a restriction on deductions for 
finance costs relating to residential lettings. 

Capital expenditure is usually deductible 
against any capital gain on an eventual 
disposal of the property. The rules for 
determining whether an expense is capital or 
revenue in nature for tax purposes are not 
always straightforward, particularly in relation 
to expenditure incurred on repairs and 
maintenance. 

Capital allowances are available on qualifying 
expenditure on commercial property, but are 
not generally available in respect of residential 
property. Instead, the actual cost of renewing 
furnishings can be taken as a deduction. 

The Rent a Room Scheme provides tax relief 
of £7,500 per year where an individual rents 
out a room in their only or main residence. 
There is also a £1,000 property allowance, 
allowing individuals to receive small amounts 
of rental income tax-free. It is not possible 
to claim both reliefs on the same source of 
income in a single tax year.

Special rules apply to non-resident landlords 
renting UK property – see page 27 for more 
information.

Top tips
 ` An unincorporated property business 

with a turnover of up to £150,000 now 
defaults to calculating taxable profits on 
the cash basis. Anyone wishing to continue 
to use the accruals basis will have to elect 
annually to do so. If you wish to elect out 
of the cash basis, you have until one year 
after the relevant self-assessment filing 
date to make the election (eg elections 
for 2022-23 will need to be made by 31 
January 2025). 

 ` Ensure that any losses are claimed, so that 
they can be carried forward and offset 
against future profits from the same rental 
business.

 ` If you let a furnished room in your home 
to a lodger and your gross rental income 
exceeds £7,500 for the year, calculate 
whether it is more tax efficient for the 
excess to be charged to tax, or for you 
to pay tax on your rental profits after 
deduction of expenses in the usual way. 
You can elect for whichever method 
produces the lowest tax liability. 

Looking forward
At the end of 2022, the government 
announced that the planned introduction 
of quarterly reporting for income tax, which 
had been expected from April 2024, will 
be deferred to 2026 at the earliest. Many 
landlords will be affected by the reforms 
when they are introduced, but this latest 
deferral has given more opportunity to 
prepare. 
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Private Residence Relief
Private Residence Relief (PRR) reduces the 
gain on the sale of your main home, usually 
to nil, thus avoiding a charge to CGT. The 
relief applies for the time that the property is 
occupied as your main home. The whole of 
the property should qualify, including land up 
to half a hectare, or potentially more if it is 
appropriate for ’the reasonable enjoyment’ of 
the property.

If you own more than one home, whether 
solely or jointly with your spouse or civil 
partner, you may be able to make a PRR 
election stating which property is your main 
home for CGT purposes. The election must 
be submitted to HMRC within two years 
of another property being available for 
occupation as a residence. 

If a property qualifies for PRR relief, any 
period during which it was let will also qualify 
for a ‘letting exemption’, up to a maximum 
of £40,000. Lettings relief is only available 
where a landlord lives in shared occupation 
with their tenant. 

The last nine months of ownership qualifies 
as a period of deemed owner occupation. A 
higher 36-month period applies for disabled 
people or individuals moving into a care 
home for more than three months, and for 
their spouses or civil partners. Other periods 
of absence may also qualify for treatment as 
periods of deemed owner occupation.

A second home overseas can only be 
nominated as a main residence for the 
purposes of PRR for any given year where 

the individual is either resident in the same 
jurisdiction as the property or where they 
meet a ‘day count’ test. This latter requires 
them (or their spouse/civil partner) to spend 
at least 90 days in the property, or in another 
property which they own in the same 
territory.

Top tips
 ` Ensure that any claim for PRR will stand up 

to scrutiny, particularly if you have owned 
or occupied the property for a relatively 
short period of time. 

 ` Couples should consider jointly owning 
property for which no PRR election can 
be made, to benefit from two annual 
exemptions and/or lower rates of CGT 
when the property is sold. 

 ` If you have let out a property where you 
have lived in shared occupation with your 
tenant, ensure that a claim for lettings 
relief is made. 

 ` If a property has been sold by trustees 
and it was occupied by a beneficiary as 
their home, check whether PRR relief is 
available.

Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT)
SDLT is payable in bands, with different rates 
applying to residential and non-residential 
property in England and Northern Ireland. 

The Higher Rates for Additional Dwellings 
(HRAD) is a 3% surcharge which applies to 
each band of charge levied on the purchase 
of residential property by individuals who 
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already own residential property anywhere 
in the world, and to all purchases of UK 
residential property by companies and 
discretionary trusts. There are a limited 
number of exemptions from the charge. 
It may also be possible for an individual 
to reclaim the HRAD surcharge if the 
new property purchased qualifies as a 
‘replacement main home’. The repayment 
claim must be made within 12 months from 
the date of disposal of the original main 
home.

With effect from 23 September 2022 until 31 
March 2025, there have been some increases 
in SDLT bands and limits for residential 
property: 

• The SDLT nil rate band has been increased 
from £125,000 to £250,000.

• The nil rate band for first-time buyers 
has been increased from £300,000 to 
£425,000.

• The cost limit for property qualifying 
for First Time Buyer’s Relief has been 
increased from £500,000 to £625,000 
(though the standard rates will apply to 
properties costing more than £625,000).

There is an additional 2% SDLT surcharge 
applied to the purchase of residential 
property in England and Northern Ireland 
where the purchaser is non-UK resident 
for SDLT purposes. This rate is applied in 
addition to each SDLT residential rate of 
charge, and the exact tax charge will depend 
on the circumstances, identity and intentions 
of the purchaser. If an individual purchaser 
or purchasers become UK resident after the 

purchase of the property, they may be able to 
reclaim this surcharge within two years of the 
effective date of the transaction (usually the 
completion date). 

Companies acquiring residential property that 
costs more than £500,000 are subject to a 
penalty rate of 15% on the entire purchase 
price unless they qualify for an exemption. 
Where the company is not UK-resident for 
SDLT purposes, the 2% surcharge also applies 
and the SDLT rate may therefore be 17% on 
the entire purchase price. Exemptions from 
the penalty rate apply where property is 
purchased for a qualifying business purpose, 
including for use in a property rental business 
or for purchase and resale as part of a 
business. Where a relief applies, the SDLT 
charge is a calculated in the standard manner, 
eg increasing rates charged on increasing 
bands of consideration, and the HRAD 
surcharge is added to every tax rate. This 
relief can be lost where, within three years of 
the date of purchase, the property is occupied 
by a ‘non-qualifying person’, which is very 
widely defined and broadly is a shareholder 
and any of their relatives. 

In the devolved regions of the UK, different 
taxes are payable on land transactions. In 
Scotland, Land and Buildings Transaction 
Tax (LBTT) is payable on transactions over 
£145,000. In Wales, the starting threshold 
for paying main residential rates of Land 
Transaction Tax (LTT) increased from 
£180,000 to £225,000 from 10 October 
2022. Like SDLT, higher rates of LBTT and 
LTT apply to the purchase of additional 
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residential property by individuals and 
purchases of any residential property by 
companies and discretionary trusts. Scottish 
LBTT in particular differs significantly from 
SDLT and that gap is widening every year. 

Top tips
 ` Be aware of the different regimes for land 

transfer tax across the different regions of 
the UK.

 ` The definition of ‘non-resident’ for 
the purposes of the SDLT surcharge is 
different to the existing definitions of 
residence for individuals and companies 
for other tax purposes. It is possible 
for purchasers to have a different tax 
status depending on the tax in question. 
Buyers need to be sure of their residence 
status, for SDLT purposes, if purchasing 
residential property in the UK.

 ` In Scotland, the additional rate of LBTT 
charged where individuals buy a second 
residential property, or where residential 
property is bought by a non-natural person 
such as a company or trust, increased from 
4% to 6% with effect from 16 December 
2022. 

 ` SDLT returns can only be amended within 
12 months of the date of submission.

 ` In general, it is always a good idea when 
purchasing property to have the SDLT 
treatment reviewed in advance, to ensure 
that reliefs or exemptions are not missed. 
Late claims for reliefs or exemptions are 
only available in limited circumstances. 

Looking forward
There are currently SDLT reliefs available 
when more than one dwelling is purchased 
in a single transaction (or a number of linked 
transactions), and when a property has both 
residential and non-residential use. However, 
these reliefs are increasingly coming under 
HMRC scrutiny, and so it may be that these 
reliefs are curtailed or abolished in the future. 

Furnished Holiday Lettings
A property that qualifies as a FHL can benefit 
from various tax reliefs not generally available 
to property rental businesses. Capital 
allowances can be claimed for expenditure on 
furniture, fittings and equipment, including 
immediate relief on qualifying expenditure 
of up to £1 million under the AIA. For CGT 
purposes, the disposal of an FHL is treated 
as the disposal of a business asset and can 

The Furnished Holiday Let must be 
available for letting to the public (not 
family or friends) for at least 210 days 
per tax year.
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be ‘rolled over’ against the acquisition of 
replacement assets, or benefit from BADR.

Allowable expenses can be offset against the 
rental income in calculating the net taxable 
profits, as for a normal rental business. 

Losses must be claimed and can only be 
carried forward against FHL profits in future 
years. UK FHLs are treated as separate 
businesses from FHLs in European Economic 
Area (EEA) countries.

To qualify as an FHL, the property must be 
furnished, located in the UK or another EEA 
country, and let on a commercial basis with 
a view to realising profits. It must also satisfy 
the following tests: 

Availability test
The property must be available for letting to 
the public (not family or friends) for at least 
210 days per tax year. 

Letting test
The property must actually be let to the 
public for 105 days or more per tax year, 
excluding periods of continuous occupation 
by the same person for more than 31 days.

Pattern of occupation test 
The property must not normally be let for 
periods of long-term occupation totalling 
more than 155 days per tax year. A period 
of long-term occupation is one where the 
property is let to the same person for more 
than 31 days.  

Top tips
 ` If your FHL property was not let for 

the requisite 105 days in 2022-23, but 
satisfies the other conditions, you may still 
be able to secure the tax reliefs available 
by electing for a ‘grace period’ to apply. 

 ` Consider making an averaging election 
where you have more than one qualifying 
property and one property does not meet 
the occupancy test of 105 days on its 
own. Where the average occupancy of all 
the FHL properties is above 105 days, all 
properties will qualify. 

 ` Check whether any capital expenditure 
qualifies for the AIA.  

 ` If you are considering buying an FHL 
property containing fixtures, it may be 
appropriate to make a joint election with 
the vendor to agree the value attributable 
to the fixtures, so that capital allowances 
can be claimed going forward.

Annual Tax on Enveloped 
Dwellings
The Annual Tax on Enveloped Dwellings 
(ATED) is a tax on residential property worth 
more than £500,000 and owned by a ‘non-
natural’ person. This is defined as a company, 
a partnership that has a corporate partner or 
member, or a collective investment scheme. 
It does not include trusts. Valuable reliefs 
from the ATED regime can be claimed in 
certain circumstances, including for property 
development, rentals to unconnected 
persons, and trading businesses.
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ATED uses a periodic revaluation system to determine the level of charge. The most recent 
valuation date is 1 April 2022, which will be the value of the property for the 2023-24 ATED 
year and the four years following. ATED taxpayers who do not expect to qualify for 100% 
relief should obtain a new valuation as at 1 April 2022. While there is no requirement for a 
formal valuation to be undertaken, we would recommend that the valuation is obtained from a 
reputable surveyor so that it could stand up to scrutiny in the event of an HMRC enquiry. 

The ATED return and payment date for the 2023-24 period is 30 April 2023.  
The relevant charges are as follows:

Property value Annual charge for the 2023-24 
chargeable period

£500,001 to £1,000,000 £4,150

£1,000,001 to £2,000,000 £8,450

£2,000,001 to £5,000,000 £28,650

£5,000,001 to £10,000,000 £67,050

£10,000,001 to £20,000,000 £134,550

£20,000,001 and over £269,450

Top tips
 ` If the new 1 April 2022 valuation falls 

within 10% of one of the ATED thresholds 
(for example, if your property is valued at 
£1.9 million, which is within 10% of the 
£2 million threshold), then you may wish 
to consider applying to HMRC for a pre-
return banding check (PRBC) in advance 
of submitting your 2023-24 ATED return. 
A PRBC allows HMRC to agree, disagree 
or ask for further information to confirm 
that your dwelling is banded correctly 
before your return is submitted. HMRC will 
typically respond to a PRBC application 
within 30 working days, though this can 

take longer, so we would recommend that 
this process is started as early as possible if 
this will be relevant to you.

 ` Where a property is acquired after 1 April 
2023, the ATED return and payment is due 
within 30 days of acquisition, rather than 
30 April.

 ` Reliefs from ATED must be claimed. 
Penalties will be charged for late filing of 
the return, even if there is no ATED liability.

 ` Be aware that a change of use of a property 
may mean amended ATED returns need to 
be filed.
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Residence
An individual’s residence status for UK tax 
purposes is determined in accordance with 
the Statutory Residence Test (SRT). Whilst this 
provides certainty on residence status, the 
rules are complex.

There are three main parts to the test, which 
need to be applied in the following order:

• Automatic overseas tests  
(eg the automatic tests for non-residence).

• Automatic UK tests  
(eg the automatic tests for UK residence).

• Sufficient ties tests  
(eg ongoing ties to the UK). 

The first two tests are based on day count, 
employment status (abroad or in the UK) 
and where you have your only or main 
home. The third test (the sufficient ties test) 
determines your residence status by looking 
at a combination of physical presence and the 
number of connections (ties) you have with 
the UK, such as whether your family lives in 
the UK or whether you have accommodation 
in the UK.

You are considered to have spent a day in 
the UK if you are present in the country at 
midnight. This is subject to special rules for 
individuals who may be deemed to be in the 
UK, are in transit, or whose presence is due to 
certain exceptional circumstances.

You should seek professional advice on your 
residency position: the rules are complex, and 
it is important to ensure that your particular 
circumstances are taken into account.

If you are non-resident with UK source 
income, UK tax may be due. This will depend 
on the nature and amount of the income. 
Again, we recommend taking professional 
advice.

Top tips
 ` If you were non-resident for 2021-22, or 

if you left the UK during 2021-22, you will 
need to ensure that you satisfy the tests to 
remain non-resident for 2022-23. 

 ` If you intend to leave the UK during 
2023-24, start planning now to ensure 
that you are regarded as non-resident 
under the SRT. This may involve minimising 
the number of ties you have with the UK 
or reducing your planned return visits. 
Ensure that you are aware of the maximum 
number of days you can spend in the UK 
without triggering residence. 

 ` When leaving or arriving in the UK, 
consideration should also be given to the 
tax regime in the other country.

 ` Similarly, if you are planning to move to 
the UK, ensure that you allow sufficient 
time for pre-arrival tax planning to be 
carried out well in advance of acquiring UK 
residence.

Non-domiciled individuals  
(non-doms)
Non-doms are deemed domiciled in the 
UK for income tax, CGT and IHT purposes 
once UK resident in at least 15 out of the 
immediately preceding 20 tax years.  

6 Overseas
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Those non-doms born in the UK with a UK 
domicile of origin will be deemed domiciled at 
the point at which they become UK resident.

Once deemed domiciled, individuals are 
taxed on their worldwide income and capital 
gains on an arising basis. They cannot access 
the remittance basis of taxation (see below). 
Some important protections are available for 
trusts set up before an individual becomes 
deemed domiciled. These cannot apply to 
those non-doms born in the UK with a UK 
domicile of origin.

The remittance basis
UK resident non-doms who are not deemed 
domiciled can choose, from one year to the 
next, whether to be taxed on worldwide 
income and gains as they arise (the arising 
basis) or to claim the remittance basis of 
taxation. 

If you elect to be taxed on the remittance 
basis, you will only pay tax on your overseas 
income and overseas capital gains to the 
extent that the funds are brought into or used 
in the UK. You will usually lose your personal 
allowance and the CGT annual exemption 
when accessing the remittance basis.

To take advantage of the remittance basis, 
certain longer-term residents in the UK must 
pay an annual Remittance Basis Charge (RBC). 
With the advent of deemed domicile status 
there are now two levels of RBC, depending 
on the length of time you have been UK 
resident: 

• £30,000 if you have been tax resident in 
the UK for at least 7 out of the previous 9 
UK tax years; or

• £60,000 if you have been tax resident in 
the UK for at least 12 out of the previous 
14 UK tax years.

Top tips
 ` Individuals with less than £2,000 of 

unremitted income and gains automatically 
qualify for the remittance basis and 
retain their entitlement to the personal 
allowance, even where they are deemed 
domiciled.

 ` Non-doms who are not deemed domiciled 
should seek advice as to whether it is more 
tax efficient to be taxed on the arising 
basis for 2022-23 or the remittance basis. 
This will depend on your level of overseas 
income and gains, UK income and gains, 
amounts remitted to the UK during the 
year, and the availability of any overseas 
tax credits. 

 ` Consider the timing of overseas income 
and gains generation (eg asset disposals 
and dividend payments), to the extent that 
these are within your control. It may be 
beneficial to realise significant overseas 
income and/or gains in a single tax year, 
and to pay the RBC for that year, filing on 
the arising basis in other years.

 ` Take advice if you are considering using 
overseas income or gains as security for 
a loan, as this can give rise to a taxable 
remittance to the UK.
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 ` If you own cryptoassets, it is worth taking 
advice on the tax implications, particularly 
if you are (or will become) UK resident but 
are not UK domiciled. HMRC’s guidance 
on cryptoassets states that ’throughout 
the time an individual is UK resident the 
exchange tokens they hold as beneficial 
owner will be located in the UK’, and as 
such, any (taxable) transactions taking 
place whilst an individual is UK resident 
will be subject to UK tax. 

Transparency and information 
exchange 
In response to increased international tax 
information exchange and transparency 
initiatives, the UK introduced Failure to 
Correct (FTC) penalties for taxpayers who 
have failed to disclose any undeclared 
offshore tax liabilities relating to relevant 
periods. The standard penalty is equivalent 
to 200% of the tax liability that should have 
been disclosed under the RTC (Requirement 
to Correct). In serious cases, an additional 
penalty of up to 10% of the value of the 
assets connected to the failure can be 
charged, and taxpayers can be ‘named and 
shamed’. 

Top tips
 ` Penalties under FTC can be mitigated by 

cooperating with HMRC. If you believe 
you may be affected, you should talk 
to your advisers as soon as possible to 
consider your options around disclosure.  

 ` You should also ensure that financial 
institutions hold accurate information, 
as this will help ensure that only relevant 
information is reported under the 
Common Reporting Standard (CRS), so 
reducing the likelihood of queries from tax 
authorities.

UK property investment: non-
resident individuals and trusts
Non-resident individuals and trusts who let 
out UK property are subject to UK income 
tax on any profits, and have ongoing tax 
compliance obligations in the UK. Profits 
taxed at rates up to 45%. 

Letting agents (and tenants, where there is 
no agent and where rents exceed £100 per 
week) are required to deduct basic rate tax 
(currently 20%) from the gross rental income 
before it is paid to the landlord. Credit for 
the tax deducted is then given when the tax 
return is prepared. 

A non-resident landlord can apply to HMRC 
for approval to receive rental income with no 
tax deducted. If a property is jointly owned, 
each joint owner will need to apply.

Certain expenses can be offset against the 
rental income in calculating the net taxable 
profits. See the letting property section on 
page 19 for more information.

Disposals of UK residential property, UK 
commercial property, and certain indirect 
interests in UK property by non-residents are 
subject to CGT. Non-residents are entitled to 
the same CGT reliefs and exemptions as UK 
residents. 
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Non-resident individuals and trusts need to 
make a return and a payment on account 
of any CGT owed to HMRC in respect of 
disposals of UK residential property within 
60 days of completion. They should also be 
aware of the self-assessment filing dates as 
set out above. 

Top tips
 ` Individuals should check whether they 

are entitled to the personal allowance 
to offset against rental profits. In limited 
circumstances, it may be beneficial to 
disclaim your personal allowance in order 
to mitigate the tax payable on other 
sources of income arising in the UK. This 
will depend on the level and nature of your 
other UK source income and professional 
advice should be sought.

 ` If your rental income is taxable in your 
country of residence, check whether you 
can claim a tax credit in that country for 
UK tax paid on the income.

 ` See the letting property top tips on page 
19 for more information.

UK property investment:  
non-resident companies
Non-resident companies renting out UK 
property are now taxed under the corporation 
tax regime and must calculate their profits in 
line with corporation tax principles and file 
corporation tax returns. These companies are 
subject to a rate of 19% on their profits in the 
year ended 31 March 2023. 

The payment date for corporation tax is 
nine months and one day after the end of 
the company’s accounting period – unless 
the company and any associated companies 
have combined profits above £1.5 million, in 
which case they will need to pay their tax in 
quarterly instalments. 

Looking forward
From 1 April 2023, the corporation tax rate in 
the UK will increase to 25%. 

A ‘small profits rate’ of 19% will apply to 
companies with annual profits below a 
lower limit of £50,000, with marginal relief 
available for companies with profits between 
£50,000 and £250,000. These thresholds 
will be proportionately reduced for the 
number of associated companies and/or short 
accounting periods. 

It is worth noting that the small profits rate 
will not apply to ‘close investment-holding 
companies’, a definition that will include many 
family investment companies.
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ISA
Every UK resident individual over the age of 
18 can invest up to £20,000 in a new ISA 
in 2022-23. Investments can be in a cash 
ISA and/or a stocks and shares ISA in any 
combination of amounts, provided that the 
overall annual limit is not exceeded. Any part 
of the annual investment limit unused during 
the tax year is lost.

Income and gains arising within an ISA are 
free of income tax and CGT.

When an individual dies, their surviving 
spouse or civil partner benefits from an 
allowance up to the value of the deceased’s 
ISA savings at the date of their death. This 
is in addition to the surviving partner’s own 
normal annual subscription limit. 

Junior ISAs are available for all UK resident 
children under 18 years of age who do not 
already have a Child Trust Fund. Up to £9,000 
can be invested in 2022-23 on behalf of 
a child (by parents, grandparents or other 
relatives or friends) in cash, stocks or shares. 
No withdrawals are permitted until the child 
reaches 18, when they can roll the junior ISA 
into an adult ISA or take the cash. 

In addition to any existing Junior ISA they may 
already have, 16 and 17-year-olds can open 
a cash ISA and invest up to £20,000 in it for 
2022-23. 

A ‘Lifetime ISA’ is available to those aged 
between 18 and 40. Individuals can save 
up to £4,000 each year, and will receive a 
government bonus of 25%. Restrictions apply: 
contributions can only be made until they 
are 50, and withdrawals before they turn 60 
are subject to a 25% charge, unless they are 
made to fund the purchase of a first home.

Top tips
 ` Top up your ISA subscriptions before the 

end of the tax year to the maximum level 
of £20,000. 

 ` Generally, if you give money to your 
own children, the interest earned on the 
funds must not exceed £100 per tax 
year, otherwise you will pay tax on it. A 
key advantage of Junior ISAs is that they 
are excluded from this rule – so consider 
contributing to a Junior ISA for your 
children before the end of the tax year.

 

7 Tax efficient investments

Junior ISAs are available for all UK resident 
children under 18 years of age who do not already 
have a Child Trust Fund. Up to £9,000 can be 
invested in 2022-23 on behalf of a child
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Venture Capital Schemes
The Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS), 
Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) 
and Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs) all offer 
significant income tax and CGT advantages. 
Investors’ Relief also offers potential 
reductions in CGT. You should seek advice 
to ensure that the relevant conditions are 
satisfied by both you and the company to 
secure relief on your investment. HMRC 
offers an advance clearance procedure to 
provide comfort that the qualifying conditions 
relating to the company’s structure, its 
activities and the mechanics of the share 
subscription are met.

Individuals can invest up to £2 million 
annually in EIS companies, provided that 
any amounts over £1 million are invested in 
qualifying ‘knowledge intensive’ companies. 
However, there are restrictions on 
investments qualifying for EIS relief where 
there is no real risk to the capital being 
invested.

It is also important to remember that EIS, SEIS 
and VCT investments are generally high risk 
and may be difficult to sell. You should always 
consider seeking your own independent 
investment advice before making such an 
investment. 

Enterprise Investment Scheme
The EIS gives tax relief on investments in 
qualifying trading companies.

The tax reliefs offered by an EIS investment 
include:

• EIS income tax relief at 30% on amounts 
invested up to £1 million (up to £2 million 
for investments in knowledge-intensive 
companies) in 2022-23, provided the 
shares are held for at least three years. 
Investments made during a tax year can 
also be carried back and treated as made 
in the previous tax year.

• Capital gains on the disposal of any 
asset can be deferred by reinvesting the 
gain in qualifying EIS shares, provided 
reinvestment is made within the period 
starting one year before and ending three 
years after the date of disposal.

• Capital gains on EIS shares are not subject 
to CGT after three years, provided income 
tax relief has been claimed.

• Income tax relief for future capital losses 
is reduced by the EIS income tax relief 
already received.

Seed Enterprise Investment 
Scheme
The SEIS gives tax relief on investments 
into qualifying trading companies less than 
two years old. It is designed to encourage 
investment in small start-up companies. 

The tax reliefs offered by an SEIS investment 
include:

• SEIS income tax relief at 50% on amounts 
invested up to £100,000 in 2022-23, 
provided the shares are held for at least 
three years. Investments made during a tax 
year can also be carried back and treated 
as made in the previous tax year. 
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• Capital gains on the disposal of any asset 
can be made 50% exempt by re-investing 
the gain in qualifying SEIS shares, provided 
the reinvestment is in the same tax year.

• Capital gains on SEIS shares are not 
subject to CGT after three years of 
ownership.

• Income tax relief for future capital losses 
is reduced by the SEIS income tax relief 
already received.

Qualifying EIS and SEIS companies
There are strict qualifying conditions for 
a company to qualify as an EIS or a SEIS 
company, for example in relation to the size of 
the company, the type of trade it undertakes, 
and the amount of money raised. 

Relief may be withdrawn if the qualifying 
conditions cease to be met.

Venture Capital Trusts
VCTs are quoted investment trusts that 
invest in a range of relatively small trading 
companies. 

You can obtain income tax relief of 30% by 
subscribing up to £200,000 for shares in 
VCTs in 2022-23. Gains are generally exempt 
from CGT after five years of ownership.

Social Investment Tax Relief
Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) is intended 
to encourage investments into social 
enterprises. You can obtain income tax relief 
of 30% on up to £1 million of investment, 
provided you retain your investment for three 
years. Gains on the investment are also free 
of CGT.

As with EIS and SEIS relief, there are detailed 
conditions which apply to both investors and 
investee enterprises. 

Investors’ Relief
Investors’ Relief applies a reduced 10% rate of 
CGT on up to £10 million of qualifying gains 
on shares in unlisted trading groups. Amongst 
other conditions, the shares must be held for 
at least three years.

Top tips

 ` Consider investing in a qualifying EIS or 
SEIS company before the end of the tax 
year to secure income tax relief at 30% or 
50% respectively during 2022-23.

 ` Consider a carry-back claim to 2021-22 if 
EIS or SEIS investments have been made 
in 2022-23 but the 2021-22 limit has not 
been fully utilised.

 ` Consider deferring capital gains realised in 
the past three years by making a qualifying 
EIS, SEIS or SITR investment. Bear in 
mind that CGT rates may rise in future, 
and so there is a risk that deferred gains 
may become liable to CGT at a higher rate 
when they eventually come into charge.

 ` Gains eligible for BADR that are deferred 
in this way may still be eligible for BADR 
when they ultimately come into charge.

 ` Consider whether an investment will 
qualify for Investors’ Relief if EIS and SEIS 
are not available, or where the annual 
limits have already been reached.
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Making Tax Digital
HMRC’s Making Tax Digital (MTD) programme 
is reforming the UK’s tax system by 
implementing a ‘digital first’ approach to tax 
filings and interaction with HMRC. 

With MTD for VAT now treated as ‘business 
as usual’, the next tranche of the programme, 
MTD for income tax (MTD ITSA) was 
expected to be introduced in 2024. However, 
this is now deferred, and there will instead be 
a staggered start for those within the regime, 
as follows:

• April 2026: Individuals with business and 
rental income over £50,000 per annum.

• April 2027: Individuals with business and 
rental income over £30,000 per annum.

• No date is yet set for implementation 
for individuals with business and rental 
income under £30,000 and partnerships 
with only individuals as partners.

This deferral means that for many businesses, 
and in particular smaller businesses, there is 
no immediate driver to become MTD-ready. 

We would suggest that if you are not already 
using software to keep your business records 
then it is worth discussing the options with 
your adviser: there are benefits for many 
businesses in having digitised records, 
including making the existing tax return 
process easier. 

Even the smallest landlords could benefit 
from a well-structured spreadsheet to collate 
their data – and taking any steps towards 
digitisation now will make the transition to 
MTD smoother when it comes.

Ultimately, the government’s ambition is 
to extend MTD to companies and those 
partnerships with corporate partners, as well 
as to businesses within income tax. Initially, 
MTD for corporation tax was pencilled in for 
2026, but with the timescale for MTD ITSA 
extended we expect that this will also be 
pushed back. Companies, therefore, do not 
need to take any particular action at present 
(although again could see wider benefits from 
improvements to their record-keeping and 
reporting systems).

8 Going digital

We would suggest that if you are not already 
using software to keep your business records 
then it is worth discussing the options with your 
adviser: there are benefits for many businesses 
in having digitised records, including making the 
existing tax return process easier. 
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